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Welcome

We're back – and looking better than ever!

You might have noticed Blitz had a fancy facelift over the break and I'm gonna throw all modesty out the window and say that we look smoking hot. Foxy even. Session 2 is jam-packed with parties and events and we'll be here to give you all the deets plus a few other tasty tit-bits to get you through the week. Check out the definitive guide to What's On at uni on page 11 and some sweet student-priced events around Sydney on page 14. But enough from me, it's about damn time you met the rest of the team.

Mary is a third year student who is obsessed with food. When she was two, her parents found her eating crayons instead of colouring in. Since then she has ditched the crayon addiction and now spends her days dreaming about how to make the perfect chocolate mouse. At Blitz, she spends her time campaigning for her editor to give her a food column. (Make me cookies first, and then we'll talk – Ed.)

Mary Azzi
Blitz Reporter

Andrew was born in the Russian Antarctic research station of Komolomskaya. Abandoned by the Soviets when it was closed, he was subsequently raised by whales, and is still known to engage in the occasional bout of whaling. Settling in Sydney several years ago, during his annual migratory passage north, he learnt English from bus timetables to UNSW. At Blitz, his penchant is for music and film, though he enjoys writing on just about anything.

Andrew Blackie
Blitz Reporter

True to her title of Designer, Serana is all about pictures over words, making Blitz look super-sweet every single week. She's the only one on the team allowed to use a Mac and uses terms like “kerning” and “glyphs”. Filling out other designer stereotypes, she adds a touch of glamour to the office and looks good in all-black because, let's be honest, she'd look good wearing just a crayon addiction.

Serana Buckman
Blitz Designer

Hurry, cash back offer ends 31 July 2011:

only $49
after $50 cash back

• Your personal Wi-Fi hotspot for home and uni
• Flexible month-to-month plans
• 3GB data included*

Connect up to 5 compatible Wi-Fi enabled personal devices to your ViViFi for optimum performance. You may experience slower speeds with more than 5 users connected at any one time. *To qualify for cash back offer you must purchase and activate device, and submit claim online prior to 31/07/2011. For full terms and details on how to claim your cash back from vividwireless go to cashback.vividwireless.com.au. Limit one (1) cash back claim per activated account. Your account must remain active for at least 30 days before cash back payment made. $3GB prepaid data voucher valid for 30 days from activation or until data allowance has been reached. Voucher can only be used at the time of activation and is for single use only. Voucher offer available until 31/07/2011, unless extended or withdrawn earlier. Not redeemable for cash. **Check your coverage before you buy at vividwireless.com.au/coverage. Speeds vary depending on your location, user numbers and software configuration.

acceptable Use Policy applies. ©2011 vividwireless Pty Ltd. 1W0610/210x219/UNSW
Tharunka must have been watching Go Back To Where You Came From

A professor is one who talks in someone else’s sleep.
– W.H. Auden

Today, I finally used The Statistics Book That I Forked Out $120 To Buy, To Kill An Ant.

Back to school but it’s not all bad news, see page 17 for more...

Extending movie franchises for the $s
Harry Potter and Twilight both fell victim to Hollywood’s lack of integrity

Bike thieves shame on you!

likealittle.com/UNSW
To the browny-blonde haired boy at UniBar who plays pool lots. Sometimes I want to see you play with a different set of balls – my place or yours? ;)

“...a professor is one who talks in someone else’s sleep.”

hit
Arc’s spiffy new website lassin’ good guys!

Splendour side shows but quick sticks, they’re selling fast, but Blitz got giveaways

Dry July kudos to those willing volunteers, enjoy your DJ
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we just thought ‘we’ll make a rock band and

idiots who were fed up with rubbish bands;

current band formation?

How did you guys come to be in the

idiotic

in your mouth, you can play with it and I

like to think that contributed to our idiotic

name.

truly remember, it was after a few drinks.

We’re not entirely sure; none of us can

- what inspired the band’s name?

‘Dananananaykroyd’ is quite a mouthful

Sing it with us now: Dana-nana-naykroyd - fun huh? And fun is what these boys from Glasgow

about their new album There Is A Way, breaking bones and some unfinished business in Sydney.

‘Dananananaykroyd’ is quite a mouthful

- what inspired the band’s name?

we are all about, getting audiences in ‘Walls of Cuddles’ all over the world. Calum Gunn talks to Blitz

about their new album There Is A Way, breaking bones and some unfinished business in Sydney.

That gig was probably a bit of a downer;

what’s one of the best you’ve ever played?

Splendour 2009 - that was amazing, just so

ridiculously fun. We did this thing we called

‘The Wall of Cuddles’ [a massive group hug],

which was this kind of euphoric sense of like

Holy sh*t, we’re halfway across the world and

we can get people to do this, crazy; it all got a bit real for me then; we’re super excited to

be coming back this year.

Your bandmate John had a pretty nasty

fall off stage at the Annandale in 2009,

Your new album There Is A Way has

was $399 NOW $379

Adobe CS5.5 : Master Collection Student ...........was $599 NOW $540

Adobe CS5.5 : Design Premium Student ..........was $399 NOW $379

Adobe CS5.5 : Production Premium Student was $399 NOW $379

Adobe Creative Suite 5.5 gives you the confidence to design and deliver content and applications across all media, impacting more people in more places. Built for Windows 7 & OSX Snow Leopard, compatible with Office. True, native 64-bit support.

unjtually we just got together as a bunch of idiots who were fed up with rubbish bands; the music scene at the time was terrible, so we just thought ‘we’ll make a rock band and it’ll be fun’ - and it just hasn’t stopped being fun yet.

Your new album There Is A Way has just been released, who were your influences when recording?

We managed to record it with (nu-metal producer) Ross Robinson, who has made a

lot of amazing records over the years with Slipknot, Korn, Blood Brothers and At the

Drive-In. We wanted to capture a lot of the

energy we could hear on those records; (Ross) really pushed us to be the most

raucous we could!

Your bandmate John had a pretty nasty

fall off stage at the Annandale in 2009, snapping both bones in his arm. How did

you react when it happened?

I heard him stop singing and I got this twinge

that something was wrong; so we stopped

the music and took it from there.

At the time, we thought: ‘Oh no, John’s going

to have to leave the band but it brought us

together and made us stronger in the end.

Are you worried about playing the

Annandale again?

Any unfinished business?

(Laugh) Yeah, definitely - when we got offered

to play there: we were like ‘Ohh, should we?’

and kind of left it up to John to decide.

Like us. Follow us. Talk to us.

Facebook.com/compnow

@CompNowTweets

Huge range of iPad accessories!

Save now on Office for Mac!

Adobe CS5.5 : Student Version : Save now!

Huge Clearance List Savings!

UNI / TAFE STUDENT DISCOUNTS!

On eligible products. Only from on-campus stores. Conditions apply.

• ADOBE • APPLE • MICROSOFT • WACOM • AND MORE •
With the slightly weird yet alluring underlying tone of Schoolgirls V Dinosaurs firing up this year’s Start of Session Party, you have official permission to get all Jurassic on it while partying it up in your old school uniform if the urge demands (and don’t pretend you haven’t secretly been fantasising about such things).

To help you get in the mood and fire up the imagination for a forgettable unforgettable party (and fight off the schoolgirls, boys) – you can thank us after.

**What do you eat?**
- Meat. You will eat any part of the animal– ribs, buttocks, liver, brain, you name it.
- You like to mix it up – steak or fish and a bit of salad on the side
- Strictly fruit and veggies
- Seafood! Fish, crab, mussels – heck, you’ll even eat plankton if it’s available
- Food? You’re a poor, jobless uni student – enough said.

**It’s the last day of department store sales. You:**
- Are the first to storm into the store, pushing other customers to the side, abusing sales assistants, asking for the manager and demanding a discount even though the item is not faulty;
- Swear at the sales assistant for ignoring you and decide to hang in the food court with your mates;
- Find the nearest chair and wait for your friends or significant other to finish browsing;
- Are the first to walk into the store and hunt for the petites sizes;
- Stay home and watch TV instead.

**Your daily exercise routine involves:**
- Going to the gym three times a day, boxing, soccer and any rough sport;
- Study – it’s important to exercise the mind;
- Yoga and Pilates;
- Reaching for the TV remote during commercial breaks.

**You wish you:**
- Were stronger;
- Were smarter;
- Were taller;
- Could fly;
- Could sleep and do nothing all day.

**Your study schedule involves:**
- Reading up on protein shakes and researching the bloody battles of history;
- Waking up, doing your readings, attending your lectures, going home and reading over your notes before you go to sleep;
- Making a list of unfinished readings you promised you would do weeks ago;
- Checking how many courses you have lined up for summer school;
- Stealing notes from HD students.

Whether you’re a voracious carnivore or a gentle giant, surely schoolgirls are no match for your mighty reptilian stylings? Though if Kick Ass is anything to go by, little girls can be lethal – only one way to find out – get to the Start of Session Party at the Roundhouse this Thursday for the ultimate showdown.

**START OF SESSION PARTY**
**THURS JULY 21 @ ROUNDHOUSE**

**BEER GARDEN**
**REPTILE ACTIVATION**
4-6pm
Meet some Australian Reptile Park pets for a reptile demonstration - sorry no dinosaurs, but there will be an alligator.

**MAIN ROOM**
**ALISON WONDERLAND**
9-10:30pm
Supporting acts like Art vs. Science, Cypress Hill, Phoenix and Bloc Party, Alison Wonderland is one eclectic lady, spinning everything from indie to house to hip hop. Follow her down the rabbit hole and you’ll be wearing a grin as wide as the Cheshire Cat’s.

**STARR’CKERS**
10:30pm – 12:30am
Natives of the Bat Cave at Club 77, this group of DJs have been banging out electro beats for years. Mr. Disorder, Hookie, Trentertainment and Donnie Blood will be dropping the decks for your aural pleasure, so pace yourself coz this is one DJ set you won’t want to miss. Reming the likes of Pendulum, Scissor Sisters and even Angry Boys S.Mouse’s ‘Slap My Elbow’ whatever you’re into, they’ll be playing it.

**GABRIEL CLOUSTON**
5-7pm and 8-9pm
An ex-UNSW student, Roundhouse favourite and Chinese Laundry regular, this guy knows how to make a party astronomically explode.

**FRIEDA’S BOSS**
7-8pm and 9-10pm

**Mostly As:**
- T-Rex
- Raptor
- Brontosaurus
- Pterodactyl
- Stegosaurus

**Mostly Bs:**
- T-Rex
- Raptor
- Brontosaurus
- Pterodactyl
- Stegosaurus

**Mostly Cs:**
- T-Rex
- Raptor
- Brontosaurus
- Pterodactyl
- Stegosaurus

**Mostly Ds:**
- T-Rex
- Raptor
- Brontosaurus
- Pterodactyl
- Stegosaurus

**Mostly Es:**
- T-Rex
- Raptor
- Brontosaurus
- Pterodactyl
- Stegosaurus
HARRY WYNTER’S WONDERLAND
AN APTLY NAMED WRITER’S JOURNEY TO THE SKI FIELDS

With my semester all wrapped up, the winter solstice just passed and blizzards covering Mt Kosciusko, my benevolent Blitz editor decided to send me skiing for the weekend to try out Mojosnow’s new deluxe package – basically a cheap way for backpackers and students to spend a weekend at the snow. What a B. Here’s how it went down:

FRIDAY

6pm The bus sets off and we go through basic introductions. Tour guides Ronny and Jake are cheeky and affable. The group is mostly international students and local snow-enthusiasts, with the odd German thrown in the mix.

Midnight Pick up our gear from Monstar Ski Hire. Of the 65 on tour, 63 are snowboarding – what a bunch of schlubs.

1am Bank down at The Station Lodge; the heating isn’t working, so I’m sleeping in my ski gear.

SATURDAY

6.30am Greasy buffet breakfast; the eggs are powdered, but the sausages are good.

9am Head up the mountain. There’s fresh snow and conditions are perfect. No wind, a mild 0°C and not a cloud in the sky. My hired board isn’t great, but I’m looking forward to ripping some fresh tracks.

9.30am Cruise down the first run on my face – there’s snow in my pants and it feels good. I’m only here for two days so there’s no option but to go hard.

1pm Take a break for soup and cider. The ghost gums look like twisted fingers protruding from the snow.

4pm Return to the bus where Jake is waiting with cold beers. Legend.

5pm Sunset over Lake Jindabyne is damn pretty (get it? It’s a dam!). Quick stop at a bottle shop as rumour of a party spreads.

7pm Drinks then dinner. The food is good, but I’m so hungry I barely notice. Head to the pub.

10pm Grandpa can’t keep his eyes open. For all the talk of a wild night, I’m fast asleep before 10.30pm.

WANT TO KNOW IF HARRY GETS MORE SNOW DOWN HIS PANTS? Head to our Facebook for the full scoop…

GOODIES GRAB

Did someone say FREE STUFF? If you thought cash-blows machines only existed on The Price is Right, think again. While it won’t be legal tender blowing about a couple of metaxis and catch some sweet prizes in the gaudy swill. Better practice your Mr Miyagi karate moves!

WHAT’S ON UNSW

UNSW Welcome Back Day

Welcome Back Day will ease you back into uni after a lazy winter, electric-blanket filled break – grab some mates and check out what will be happening in semester 2, before you get back into study mode.

Not Too Late to Go Clubbing

Remember these clubs and societies you thought about going way back in semester 1? They’re back, but with bigger, better stalls to catch you up on new events and activities – so you’ll no longer have an excuse to feel like you’re missing out.

Parklife @ UNSW

If you thought that being greeted with a mass of flying money wasn’t enough, don’t miss the Parklife DJs playing the big stage at the Red Centre – put it this way, you won’t be regretting getting out of bed and giving up that electric blanket.

Gaming High

For those wanting a more chilled break! If you thought that being greeted with a mass of flying money wasn’t enough, don’t miss the Parklife DJs playing the big stage at the Red Centre – put it this way, you won’t be regretting getting out of bed and giving up that electric blanket.

WHERE? Main Walkway

WHEN? Tues July 19

TIME? 9am ~ 4pm

VERDICT? Certainly more fun than a first week lecture and it’s nice to know UNSW missed you over the break!
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WHAT’S ON UNSW
Sydney On Ice

The Winter Festival Heats Up the City

Having spent some time in Europe last December, I realised; those Europeans really know how to do winter. When the temperature starts falling and the snow starts accumulating, tucked away in the corner of every continental city is a Christmas market. They provide warm food, gifts, sweets and ornamented trees, plus a tremendously congenial and communal atmosphere. In short, everything you associate with the Christmas season. And we wonder why they all laugh when we say we have a ‘hot Christmas’.

Which brings us to the Sydney Winter Festival - new in its third year - which is having a crack at transposing some of that European spirit down under. The highlight of this year’s program is a huge outdoor ice rink beneath St. Mary’s Cathedral, with a line-up of figure-skating performances and the ‘Ice BINGO’ relay race challenge (sponsored by Ski hut and lipton Chai latte lodge). After a spin on the ice, the Alpine Ski hut and lipton Chai latte lodge is free before 4pm on Wednesdays. Lucky you, the Winter Fest has a ‘cheapie’ deal - skate hire (BYO or rent) is cheaper than the return fare to Europe.

WHERE? Cathedral Square
WHEN? July 22 - August 14
HOW? Tic available from winterfestival.com.au BY0 or rent skates
VERDICT? A hybrid of heartwarming and tack, but certainly cheaper than the return fare to Europe.
COST? Entry from $15

WHERE? To get the most out of the Festival, be sure to check out the Winterfest Hub, located in the heart of the inner Xanadu at Sk80s Discothèque.
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**trivia**

01. What is the chemical symbol for iron?
02. True or False – Chuck Norris can cut through a tree with his bare hands?
03. What is the term for a group of ravens? a) a kindred b) a host or c) a lamentation
04. Which director links the films Rosemary’s Baby, Chinatown and The Pianist?
05. Would you weigh more or less on Mars?

**sudoku**

Find as many words as you can in the squares. Each word must be at least four letters long and include the middle letter, plurals allowed. Each letter can only be used once.

Find a word of the week: Quiddity – weird-little, noun, the essence, nature, or distinctive peculiarity of a thing. From the Latin quidites meaning ‘essence’. Not to be confused with the fictional sport of Quidditch. Use it in a sentence: “He was attracted to her quirks and quiddities, the way she smiled when she laughed was endearing.”
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Welcome back! If you thought last semester was jam packed full of fun, this next one will blow-your-mind!

What better way to say welcome back than with Welcome Back Day – how very appropriate. Come down to the University Walk and check out all the exciting club and volunteer opportunities that Arc has on offer as well as live performances, BBQs and shenanigans galore, as well as the chance to meet the one and only, me!

If you’re looking to get more involved in student life and keep building that resume this is the perfect way to kick-start your semester. Not only is there the chance to enlist in the ever popular, extremely worthwhile and always expanding Volunteer Army (now with over 500 recruits), but you can also be a part of the incredibly rewarding Shack Tutoring program or revel in free stuff with the Stationary Re-Use Centre.

So everyone get out there, get involved and stay posted for my weekly updates because, as you already know, I’m in the gnome.

Laters,
Stu

GO CLUBBING WITH FOOTYSOC

Got feet? Got balls? Then you’re gonna love FootySoc. UNSW’s newest club have certainly hit the ground running – its membership soared from a mere 2 to a whopping 370 just two weeks after forming. Blitz scored a few sacred minutes with FootySoc’s president, Daniel Suwito.

You’re a new society on campus; what’s your game plan?

We had this idea of getting football fans of any kind to come together, go to games together and participate in social events; we don’t necessarily play, we’re just the fans.

Football is internationally popular – what’s your background?

I’m originally from Indonesia – I was born here, but grew up there. I’m not good at playing football, but I do love all the different codes and watching them; that was partly my motivation in creating this club … we’re culturally diverse and we’re for everyone.

And I understand you have a launch party coming up? Tell us more...

It’s this Friday, July 22, a trivia night in the Club Bar from 4-6pm, followed by us all going to the NRL game together.

FOOTY FACTS

1. The offside rule in rugby is relatively straightforward, the offside rule in soccer is much more baffling.
2. Aussie Rules was created to keep cricketers fit during winter.
3. FootySoc may be inclusive of all the codes, but the soccer ‘V’ football debate still rages – check out Monty Python’s John Cleese football rant on our Face.

footysoc@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/footysoc

WESTFIELD STYLISTS

TRANSLATING CLOTHES INTO FASHION

For invites to exclusive fashion events, celebrity stylist tours and fashion hints and tips, sign up to our fashion club at www.westfield.com/eastgardens

Or visit us at WELCOME BACK DAY for free giveaways.

WESTFIELD EASTGARDENS
westfield.com.au
AS [A SEPARATION] UNRAVELS YOU SIT WATCHING, RAPT. I COULD HEAR THE CINEMA COLLECTIVELY HOLDING ITS BREATH.

— A SEPARATION

NEW IN TOWN

HOSTED BY THE NATIONAL ART SCHOOL GALLERY, DARLINGHURST
Until Aug 24
The MCA may have closed their doors for renovations, but that hasn’t stopped them from bringing you the best in contemporary art. Celebrating the long-standing cultural exchange between Australia and Korea, this exhibition encompasses a staggering range of artists working in a variety of media, including sculpture and installation—a cross-cultural experience that’s well worth a look.
Cost: Free

ALSO ON SHOW

The Poetry of Drawing: Pre–Raphaelite designs, studies and watercolours
ART GALLERY OF NSW
Until Sep 4
While perhaps not as radical as Warhol or the YBA’s, the Pre–Raphaelite Brotherhood were pretty bad ass artists for their time. In 1848, these young lads set out to change the purpose and nature of art to a practice of beauty and sincerity. Explore the creative processes of big names like Dante Gabriel Rossetti and John Everett. Millais through a series of beautifully rendered drawings and sketches.
Cost: $10/$8

ROMANCE IS IN THE AIR! WIN A DOUBLE PASS FOR YOU AND A LOVED ONE.
To enter, send a kinky rhyming couplet to blitz@arc.unsw.edu.au with the subject line ‘Poetry’.

WIN A COPY OF THERE IS A WAY
Send your entry to social@currybaby.com.au with the subject line ‘Danananaykroyd’ but you gotta spell it right.

MISSED OUT ON SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL THIS YEAR? Follow us on Facebook for more reviews and interviews including a one-on-one with Hugo Weaving.

ITS UNLIKELY COMBINATIONS OF HARDCORE AND POP CONCEPTS WILL KEEP YOU IN A STATE OF CONFUSED SUSPENSE.
— THERE IS A WAY, DANANANAYKROYD

A SEPARATION
(IRAN, 2011)
DIRECTED BY ASGHAR FARHADI

9/10

The Sydney Film Festival was bursting with great films this year, from Tran Anh Hung’s soaringly visual Norwegian Wood to Julie Leigh’s home-grown, hypnotic and polarising Sleeping Beauty. But in my mind, the jury could not have improved upon their choice to award A Separation the grand prize. This Iranian film is bold, boundary-pushing and as its story unravels you at watching, nap! I could hear the cinema collectively holding its breath.

To say that the film is about the divorce of a husband and wife is reductive; onto the cinema collectively holding its breath.

— ANDREW BLACKIE

THERE IS A WAY

DANANANAYKROYD

7/10

The opening tones of Danananaykroyd’s There Is A Way sound innocent enough. In fact they deliver just the right combination of familiar rock and indie freshness needed to let you guard down, before pouncing you in the face with a six-man-deep wall of sound.

Overdriven guitars are high overhead in sublime harmonies, then disintegrate into distorted riffing and storms of vocals that range from screaming to spoken word and everything between. Just when you think you’ve got them placed, the machine-gun drumming and synchronized shouting shifts effortlessly again into a disturbingly catchy pop chorus.

The six-piece have referred to this unpredictable patchwork-monster of a sound as ‘Fight Pop’ and its unlikely combinations will keep you in a state of confused suspense as the album hurtles down the knife-edge between melody and mayhem. Depending on your prejudices, this whirrwind of playful anthems will grow on you or be too much for you. Either way, you’ll find it captivating.

— ANDREW BLACKIE

TRANSFORMERS 3: DARK OF THE MOON
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL BAY
STARRING SHIA LABEOUF

6/10

Transformers 3 is 2½ hours of pure action with impressive special effects and worthy 3D, but it portrays human beings as annoying and brainless creatures. Michael Bay will tell you that Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf) is the human element that anchors this gigantic franchise, but in truth there is no anchor and Sam is more a cartoonish figure that screams occasionally - along with every other character.

Whilst looking for a job after graduation, Sam discovers information (rather illogically) about a spaceship that crashed on the moon in the 1960s, which holds the key to the evil Decepticons taking over Earth. Cue Autobots to band together and save the human race once again, along with a whole pile of clichés and total irrationality.

Having said all this, Transformers is at least afoot about its intentions and doesn’t pretend to be anything else. Bay produces an entertaining — enough summer blockbuster, with some bizarre cameos (in particular John Malkovich) and cool explosions. But what, I can’t figure out; is why there needs to be another one - haven’t we seen it all before?

— ANDREW TOWNER

ORANGES & SUNSHINE
DIRECTED BY JIM LOACH
STARRING EMILY WATSON, HUGO WEAVING & DAVID WENHAM

7/10

Oranges & Sunshine covers the true story of a social worker who, in the 1980s, uncovered the scandal of forced child migration from England to Australia. Parents were often not informed and they would never see their child again and many of the deportees were subjected to horific abuse.

Following official apologies from both sides of government, the outcome of the film is already known - what’s important is how it handles the details. Debut director Jim Loach has little interest in surging melodrama and the result is a measured work that feels raggedy and honest, dividing its time between austere British locations and sunny Australian vistas.

Emily Watson is in fine form as the dedicated Margaret Humphreys, while Hugo Weaving and David Wenham capture the psychological delicacy and childlike reticence of the victims, reminding us what a pleasure it is to see these two Australian actors in smaller-scale productions. This is a film that some will find too restrained, but it tells a powerful story which Loach allows it to speak for itself.

— ANDREW BLACKIE

FAUSTUS
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
Closes July 24
Based on Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus [c. 1604] this Bell Shakespeare adaptation tells the story of one man’s deal with
Trivia Answers:

1. Fe
2. True. Duh.
3. An unkindness
4. Roman Polanski
5. Less. Even if you keep scoffing Mars Bars.

Busy winter break?

Extremely busy – piles of marking, thesis reading, assessing applications… people think we get a break, but really we never do.

What's your teaching mantra?

To instill a curiosity and a hunger for knowledge.

If you could be a dinosaur, which would you be?

I don’t wanna be a dinosaur, I’d like to be more forward-looking and something very modernistic.

What did you get up to over the break?

I’ve got a four-month-old baby, so I spent most of my time with her.

How is it seeing students in poor academic standing?

Better for me than it is for them.

Tell us your mantra?

Chupa Chups and tissues – it works more than you think!

What have you been up to over winter break?

I’ve been on sabbatical study leave for six months at Sydney University.

If you could be a dinosaur, which would you be?

One of the big friendly ones that eat grass – brontosaurus, that’s my kind of dinosaur.

Do you have a teaching mantra you’d like to share?

Teaching with a warm heart – that’s what the Dalai Lama says.

What have you been up to over winter break?

I've been on sabbatical study leave for six months at Sydney University.

If you could be a dinosaur, which would you be?

One of the big friendly ones that eat grass – brontosaurus, that’s my kind of dinosaur.

Do you have a teaching mantra you’d like to share?

Teaching with a warm heart – that’s what the Dalai Lama says.

In Bad Teacher, Cameron Diaz plays a foul-mouthed, ruthless and inappropriate teacher who drinks, gets high, and can’t wait to marry her ‘meal ticket’ to escape her bogus day job, leading to an outrageous education for all.

To win your double pass tell us which muso stars along side Diaz?

Send your answers to comps@arc.unsw.edu.au with the subject line ‘Bad Teacher’

Bad Teacher is in cinemas from July 21st

To win your double pass to Parklife Sydney: To be in with the chance to win email marketing@fuzzy.com.au with UNSW in the subject line telling us which artist you are excited to see perform at Parklife and why, including your full name.

Winners will be picked on 1st August. For full line-up and event info visit www.parklife.com.au

For full line-up and event info visit www.parklife.com.au

Find us on the interwebs
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw
facebook.com/arcunsw

Visit www.arc.unsw.edu.au/membership for terms and conditions

*see www.arc.unsw.edu.au/membership for terms and conditions

WIN 1 OF 10
Double Passes to
Bad Teacher

WIN A DOUBLE PASS
to Parklife Sydney

In Bad Teacher, Cameron Diaz plays a foul-mouthed, ruthless and inappropriate teacher who drinks, gets high, and can’t wait to marry her ‘meal ticket’ to escape her bogus day job, leading to an outrageous education for all.

To win your double pass tell us which muso stars along side Diaz?

Send your answers to comps@arc.unsw.edu.au

with the subject line ‘Bad Teacher’

Bad Teacher is in cinemas from July 21st

For full line-up and event info visit www.parklife.com.au
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START OF SESSION PARTY

UNSW ROUNDHOUSE
5PM THURSDAY 21 JULY

STARFUCKER DJS
FRIEDA'S BOSS GABRIEL CLOUSTON
STEVE PLAY ALISON WONDERLAND

LIVE REPTILE SHOW WITH RANGER MICK

FREE UNTIL 8PM. APO MEMBERS FREE ALL NIGHT. UNSW STUDENTS $5, EVERYONE ELSE $10

unswroundhouse.com.au
The Roundhouse promotes the Responsible Service of Alcohol. 18+ only. Valid identification required upon entry.